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Agenda 

1. Planning Catalyst Team 

2. Planning & Engineering 360 

3. PennDOT Connects 

4. The Secretary’s Perspectives 

5. Meeting of the Minds 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY RELATED TO NUMBER 4 TO EMPHASIZE WHAT WE WILL BE ASKING OF THEM/EXPECTING THEM TO DO



Planning Catalyst Team Kick-Off – October 2013 

Planning Partners PennDOT Others 
· Tim Reardon 
· Tom Zilla 
· Tom Klevan 
· Becky Bradley 
· Chris Puchalsky 
· Mike Boyer 
· Jon Fitzkee 

 

· Leo Bagley 
· Jim Ritzman 
· Mike Kaiser 
· Bill Petit 
· Mike Rebert 
· Cheryl Moon 
· Chris King 
· Angela Watson 
· Hugh McGowan 
· Brian Hare 

 

· Denny Puko 
· Matt Smoker 
· Rob Henry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paul CaulfieldSteve DeckKeith Chase



Planning Catalyst Team – Key Categories  

• Planning Policy Establishment; 
• Resource Capacity Building; 
• Collaborative Planning; and 
• Enhanced Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Policy – This component will clearly define the purpose and direction for the statewide strategy and establish incentives for participation at all governmental levelsDevelop PennDOT strategic goals for planning and communicate with the Planning Partners & municipalitiesEstablish performance-based planning approachResource Capacity Building:This component will efficiently leverage the skills and expertise of PennDOT and Planning Partner staff to more effectively implement the planning strategyDevelop a required module or course on planning and provide training at all levels of PennDOT (composite of existing sessions)Collaborative Planning:This component will enable PennDOT to provide guidance on key transportation issues of statewide or regional importance, fully integrate LRTPs into the statewide planning strategy, provide for more efficient planning, and more closely integrate PennDOT and municipal planning activities. Conduct ongoing research and dialogue on emerging issues of regional or statewide impact and national best practicesModernize and streamline the LRTP process and product(s) to support decision-making and integration with  initiatives such as ITS, congested corridor studies, transit plans, safety audits, incident management, etc.Enhanced Training:This component will provide critical internal/external communication and education for the results-oriented planning strategy to foster a clear understanding of the goals, objectives, and activities relating to the initiative.Record training webinars (e.g., existing guidebooks/reference materials) for future reference and greater use



Planning Catalyst Team – Key Categories  

 
A. Aligning Transportation Planning w/ Land Use/Community Vision 

a) Future Update to Regional Long Range Transportation 
Planning Guidance 

B. Staffing and Financial Resources  
a) Planner In Every District Initiative 
b) Planning and Engineering 360 

C. Interagency Planning 
a) Interagency Land Use Team  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Policy – This component will clearly define the purpose and direction for the statewide strategy and establish incentives for participation at all governmental levelsDevelop PennDOT strategic goals for planning and communicate with the Planning Partners & municipalitiesEstablish performance-based planning approachResource Capacity Building:This component will efficiently leverage the skills and expertise of PennDOT and Planning Partner staff to more effectively implement the planning strategyDevelop a required module or course on planning and provide training at all levels of PennDOT (composite of existing sessions)Collaborative Planning:This component will enable PennDOT to provide guidance on key transportation issues of statewide or regional importance, fully integrate LRTPs into the statewide planning strategy, provide for more efficient planning, and more closely integrate PennDOT and municipal planning activities. Conduct ongoing research and dialogue on emerging issues of regional or statewide impact and national best practicesModernize and streamline the LRTP process and product(s) to support decision-making and integration with  initiatives such as ITS, congested corridor studies, transit plans, safety audits, incident management, etc.Enhanced Training:This component will provide critical internal/external communication and education for the results-oriented planning strategy to foster a clear understanding of the goals, objectives, and activities relating to the initiative.Record training webinars (e.g., existing guidebooks/reference materials) for future reference and greater use



Planning Catalyst Team – Key Categories  

 
A. Aligning Transportation Planning w/ Land Use/Community Vision 

a) Future Update to Regional Long Range Transportation 
Planning Guidance 

B. Staffing and Financial Resources  
a) Planner In Every District Initiative 

b) Planning and Engineering 360 
C. Interagency Planning 

a) Interagency Land Use Team  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Policy – This component will clearly define the purpose and direction for the statewide strategy and establish incentives for participation at all governmental levelsDevelop PennDOT strategic goals for planning and communicate with the Planning Partners & municipalitiesEstablish performance-based planning approachResource Capacity Building:This component will efficiently leverage the skills and expertise of PennDOT and Planning Partner staff to more effectively implement the planning strategyDevelop a required module or course on planning and provide training at all levels of PennDOT (composite of existing sessions)Collaborative Planning:This component will enable PennDOT to provide guidance on key transportation issues of statewide or regional importance, fully integrate LRTPs into the statewide planning strategy, provide for more efficient planning, and more closely integrate PennDOT and municipal planning activities. Conduct ongoing research and dialogue on emerging issues of regional or statewide impact and national best practicesModernize and streamline the LRTP process and product(s) to support decision-making and integration with  initiatives such as ITS, congested corridor studies, transit plans, safety audits, incident management, etc.Enhanced Training:This component will provide critical internal/external communication and education for the results-oriented planning strategy to foster a clear understanding of the goals, objectives, and activities relating to the initiative.Record training webinars (e.g., existing guidebooks/reference materials) for future reference and greater use
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Community Development 
Vision, Values and Aspirations 

Quality of Life & Livability 
Sense of Place & History 

Community Vitality 
Land Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the P&E 360 course; the following discussions will inform the course developmentSiloed cultureReactive vs. proactive (communities reacting to transportation infrastructure…not proactively seeking solutions)Sense that communities on their ownCommunities are juggling all kinds of demandsIf local transportation was their only concern, they would be much better at it (they are not experts)DEP example – a different relationship with a state agency / state compared with local agenciesWhen Community Planning happens without any dialogue with Transportation, there are gaps, such as an insufficient definition of need up front - that have to be dealt with down the line.
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Project Development & 
Delivery 

Transportation Choices 
Safety & Operations 
Asset Management 
Mobility & Access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Siloed cultureReactive vs. proactive (transportation reacting to communities’ traffic volume…not helping to evaluate traffic generators)Example: Scoping meeting for a new interchange in which Community Planners were not invited
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Community Development 
Vision, Values & Aspirations 
Quality of Life & Livability 
Sense of Place & History  

Community Vitality 
Land Use 

Project Development  
& Delivery 

Transportation Choices 
Safety & Operations 
Asset Management 
Mobility & Access 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Development:Communities desire economic development (i.e., jobs, building, etc.)Communities are often idealistic, wanting the perfect outcomes without understanding all the limitations and impactsYou can find these goals in county and municipal comprehensive plans, land use regulations and zoningCommunity goals are sometimes vague or unclear in terms of their relationship to TransportationPerception of “ownership” of the infrastructure and its performance is also siloed (local/state)There are opportunities to proactively partner to solve problemsProgram Development & Project Design:Districts want new highways, intersections, etc. Districts are often focused on fixing what is broken and often don’t see the “big picture” (how well the system operates as a whole for the community)Introduction of collaborative visionIn the ideal world, community goals and project goals are always reviewed and considered together and never in isolation. This aligns the community goals and the district goalsOur vision is a collaborative culture – one that includes the communities and the districts working together for better outcomes.
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Planning & Engineering 360° 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision of a collaborative culture is seen in this modelThis is a “big picture” model that represents how communities and districts should work together to maximize the success of outcomes for everyone. Discuss the center section of the model…Collaboration Opportunities:The Collaboration Opportunities are just a few of the key mechanisms for ensuring that communities and districts work together closely to ensure that their work produces Better Communities and Better Transportation Systems.What is the value of collaboration in getting the best community AND project outcomes?To impact the culture, there needs to be a change in mindset regarding how we work together (For example, districts need to better value the broader goals of communities, and communities need to better value the district performance measures.We should be thinking of outcomes as a single entity – not “their outcomes” and “our outcomes”, but rather just “the outcomes.” Districts need to think of communities as their customers We also need to be more proactive, focusing on reaching goals rather than just being reactive, focusing primarily on fixing problems. Emphasize the importance of land use in Comprehensive PlanningCommunity Condition:There are “big picture” factors that influence both the community desires and project decisions. (These factors should also be incorporated into the collaborative planning process.):Administration/leadership objectivesHurdles to economic development (attracting and retaining employers & employment)Pending developmentCommunity trendsDemographic and socioeconomic trendsTransportation System Performance:The success of transportation projects influence community goals, and may even change them.Economic impact and ROIMovement of goods and peopleEmergency response timesRegulationsSafetyNote that these two circles are not completely overlapping.There are still responsibilities/duties that will (and should) be conducted independently.Our focus is to leverage opportunities for improving our partnership where it best benefits the communities. 
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SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
LESLIE S. RICHARDS 

PennDOT Connects 
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PennDOT Connects 

• Identify needs of communities and 
related issues early in project planning  

• Link Planning and NEPA 
• Consider community transportation needs 
ü Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations 
ü Transit access 
ü Stormwater management 
ü Green infrastructure 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This session is – in part – a rollout of PennDOT Connects
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PennDOT Connects 

• Community transportation needs 
assessment based on: 
ü Comprehensive plans 
ü Other local planning studies 

• Local government must demonstrate 
features are a (documented) element of 
the community vision 

• Cost is a consideration, but not reason 
enough to disregard improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t stay fixated on cost. Issues that could impact our ability to cost effectively address community needs include, but are not limited to, excessive utility relocations, excessive right-of-way requirements, excessive impacts to underground drainage facilities, excessive stormwater management requirements, and the need to construct or relocate retaining walls. True value goes beyond cost and addressesPart of culture change is giving a greater analysis of benefits, as well.Mediated by a checklist (Collaboration Checklist) – click to show imageNew TIP projects must be presented and reviewed  by Executive Staff before proceeding through preliminary engineering.  Submission will be the completed Collaboration Checklist
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PennDOT Connects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every roadway project should begin its life as a transportation project that improves safety, mobility, and accessibility for all users: drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists, transit passengers, freight carriers, and area residents and businesses. Sample section from the Collaboration Checklist
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PennDOT Connects 

• Costs must be weighed against the full 
range of benefits to communities 
ü Improved mobility 
ü Economic competitiveness 
ü Access to work 
ü Quality of life  

• Communities may have no other 
opportunities to realize these 
improvements in the foreseeable future  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
True value goes beyond cost and addresses accessibility for the broader community……To get this right, collaboration is key.  Here is the pivot point for those in these meetings. It is how the policy is realized.Moving toward central role of local government. “All transportation is local” concept. 
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PennDOT Connects 

PennDOT is committed to enhancing community 
collaboration in our planning process. 

• District and Planning Partner staff meet with local 
staff on all new projects added to the 2017 TIP 

• Required for all projects that had 
no project phase included on a 
prior TIP 

• Required for all projects that have 
not started PE or started PE since 
July 1, 2016. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ensuring consistent implementation…Effective Management controls
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PennDOT Connects 

• If justified, incorporate transportation needs into 
scope of work 

• Document issues and justification (or lack of) in the 
LPN form 

• Program Center staff responsible to QA TIP process 

• Program Center Open End Agreements are available 
to support: 
§ Meetings or field view coordination 

§ Meeting minute documentation 

§ Completion of LPN forms 
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SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
LESLIE S. RICHARDS 

http://www.pacast.com/players/cmsplayerHD.asp?video_filename=14292_PennDOT_360ExecutiveSessionHiRes.m4v
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Planning in a 21st Century State DOT 

 
“State DOTs are no longer just held 
accountable for the transportation 

system; they are also held accountable 
for how the system supports and 

improves quality of life for communities.” 
 

Transportation Research Board, National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 798: The Role of 
Planning in a 21st Century State Department of Transportation—Supporting Strategic Decisionmaking, 3/23/2016 
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MEETING OF THE MINDS: 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

SUCCESS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, we will brainstorm opportunities for ensuring successful policy implementationEncourage them to be agents of changeEMPHASIZE THAT THEIR INPUT HERE IS DESIGNED FOR USE IN HELPING TO FRAME MODULES 1 TO 3 AND THE FOLLOW UP FROM A DISTINCT PERSPECTIVE OF WHAT LEADERS EXPECT THE COURSE TO PRODUCETheir job is to execute policy changeWe should already have their commitment to collaborateWe need them to commit to lead and manage the changeWe need their active support
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Meeting of the Minds  

    

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PARTICPANTS IN THE MODULES WILL BE EXPECTED TO BE PART OF DOING EACH OF THESE THREE THINGS FOLLOWING THE TRAINING AND DURING THE TRAINING AS WELLWHEN YOU AS LEADERS THINK ABOUT THESE HIGH LEVEL DIMENSIONS OF THE TRAINING, WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU?HOW SHOULD THE TRAINING ACCOMPLISH WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU?WHAT WILL YOU BE LOOKING FOR COMING OUT OF THE TRAINING THAT ENSURES THAT WE ARE MOVING FORWARD AND MAKING PROGRESS IN EACH OF THE THREE DIMENSIONS?
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Meeting of the Minds:  
Leveraging Roles & Partnerships 

To make the most of the complementary 
strengths of:  
• PennDOT  

• MPO/RPOs 

• Municipalities 

• Consultants 

• Advocates, community and regional resources 

We must . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need each other…BY LEVERAGING ROLES AND PARTNERSHIPS WE CAN ACCOMPLISH MORE TOGETHER AND MAXIMIZE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EFFICIENCYWhat can they offer?Last bullet: Executives leading change (alternative wording)
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Meeting of the Minds:  
Aligning Resources  

What are the challenges, opportunities and 
priorities for . . . 
• Funding 

• Organizations’ staff and time 

• Systems and processes 

• Data- and information-sharing 

• Knowledge and skill-building 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID PROPOSE REPLACING CRITICAL CONCERNS OR PRIORITIES WITH “CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES”Bullets AnimatedHow do we reckon with the challenges faced by a lack of resources, additional processes, and systems that don’t encourage, support and reinforce change?Be hard-hitting…really tackle these potential barriers to success.For each one, ask, “What is it going to take to succeed with this challenge?Funding: Why spend transportation dollars on community vitality and needs when so many other, more pressing needs exist? Funding to provide these requested facilities is a major concern, especially when these facilities, such as sidewalks or bike lanes, are required on projects where none exist today. These additional costs will greatly impact the ability to meet metrics as we are already struggling with our current TIP to meet these metrics.Staff & Time: Lack of local planners (particularly in rural areas). Many municipalities (maybe over 50%) don't have a planning staff - how can they meet with them per the new policy? Is collaboration better suited to the more urban and suburban areas? / Deadlines; adding new processes (e.g., Checklist for Community Collaboration, researching local comprehensive plans, competing demands etc.). Limited transportation investment; funding decisions’ impacts on projects (e.g., trade-offs, delays, letting goals). (How can hard and fast deadlines be met when no additional time is added for collaboration activities?). Options, alternativesSystems & Processes: Procedures that are already under way and that might not be conducive for collaboration as they stand nowData & Information: The right information at the right time. How do we ensure that all the necessary information is gathered/provided from the right sources at the right time to make the best decisions?Knowledge & Skills: Collaborating effectively (not just holding meetings). How do we ensure that Engineers and Planners have the skills to collaborative effectively and not just go through the motions in order to check off the “collaboration” requirement?
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Meeting of the Minds:  
Changing Culture 

What cultural changes are necessary to 
support . . . 
• Collaborative planning 

• A focus on community quality of life 

• Effective policy implementation 

• Innovative problem-solving 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AS A BROAD GENERALIZATION, MANY OF US TEND TO WORK IN SILOS. THE P AND E 360 MODEL IS REALLY MORE ABOUT A VIRTUAL TEAM OF PENNDOT, MPOS/RPOS AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. THE CULTURE CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH THAT IS A BIG ONE. HOW DO WE GO ABOUT IT?Included in culture is the mindset of the importance of planningAdopting a start-up mindsetGetting to “we”Shared goalsInnovationInitiative
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Brian D. Hare, P.E., Chief 
Planning and Contract Management Division 

Center for Program Development and Management 
bhare@pa.gov 

 
 

Questions? 

mailto:bhare@pa.gov
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Community Development 
Vision, Values and Aspirations 

Quality of Life & Livability 
Sense of Place & History 

Community Vitality 
Land Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the P&E 360 course; the following discussions will inform the course developmentSiloed cultureReactive vs. proactive (communities reacting to transportation infrastructure…not proactively seeking solutions)Sense that communities on their ownCommunities are juggling all kinds of demandsIf local transportation was their only concern, they would be much better at it (they are not experts)DEP example – a different relationship with a state agency / state compared with local agenciesWhen Community Planning happens without any dialogue with Transportation, there are gaps, such as an insufficient definition of need up front - that have to be dealt with down the line.
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Project Development & 
Delivery 

Transportation Choices 
Safety & Operations 
Asset Management 
Mobility & Access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Siloed cultureReactive vs. proactive (transportation reacting to communities’ traffic volume…not helping to evaluate traffic generators)Example: Scoping meeting for a new interchange in which Community Planners were not invited
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Planning and Engineering Collaboration 

Community Development 
Vision, Values & Aspirations 
Quality of Life & Livability 
Sense of Place & History  

Community Vitality 
Land Use 

Project Development  
& Delivery 

Transportation Choices 
Safety & Operations 
Asset Management 
Mobility & Access 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Development:Communities desire economic development (i.e., jobs, building, etc.)Communities are often idealistic, wanting the perfect outcomes without understanding all the limitations and impactsYou can find these goals in county and municipal comprehensive plans, land use regulations and zoningCommunity goals are sometimes vague or unclear in terms of their relationship to TransportationPerception of “ownership” of the infrastructure and its performance is also siloed (local/state)There are opportunities to proactively partner to solve problemsProgram Development & Project Design:Districts want new highways, intersections, etc. Districts are often focused on fixing what is broken and often don’t see the “big picture” (how well the system operates as a whole for the community)Introduction of collaborative visionIn the ideal world, community goals and project goals are always reviewed and considered together and never in isolation. This aligns the community goals and the district goalsOur vision is a collaborative culture – one that includes the communities and the districts working together for better outcomes.
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Planning & Engineering 360° 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision of a collaborative culture is seen in this modelThis is a “big picture” model that represents how communities and districts should work together to maximize the success of outcomes for everyone. Discuss the center section of the model…Collaboration Opportunities:The Collaboration Opportunities are just a few of the key mechanisms for ensuring that communities and districts work together closely to ensure that their work produces Better Communities and Better Transportation Systems.What is the value of collaboration in getting the best community AND project outcomes?To impact the culture, there needs to be a change in mindset regarding how we work together (For example, districts need to better value the broader goals of communities, and communities need to better value the district performance measures.We should be thinking of outcomes as a single entity – not “their outcomes” and “our outcomes”, but rather just “the outcomes.” Districts need to think of communities as their customers We also need to be more proactive, focusing on reaching goals rather than just being reactive, focusing primarily on fixing problems. Emphasize the importance of land use in Comprehensive PlanningCommunity Condition:There are “big picture” factors that influence both the community desires and project decisions. (These factors should also be incorporated into the collaborative planning process.):Administration/leadership objectivesHurdles to economic development (attracting and retaining employers & employment)Pending developmentCommunity trendsDemographic and socioeconomic trendsTransportation System Performance:The success of transportation projects influence community goals, and may even change them.Economic impact and ROIMovement of goods and peopleEmergency response timesRegulationsSafetyNote that these two circles are not completely overlapping.There are still responsibilities/duties that will (and should) be conducted independently.Our focus is to leverage opportunities for improving our partnership where it best benefits the communities. 
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PLANNING & 
ENGINEERING 360° 
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Course Structure 

Module 2: 
Program Development 

(Pre-TIP) 

Module 3: 
Project Delivery 

(Post-TIP) 

Module 1: 
The Value of 

Planning 

Collaboration Opportunities 
Corridor Studies/Plans 

Long-Range Transportation Plan 
Linking Planning and NEPA 

Performance-Based Outcomes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In P&E 101, all modules focus on collaboration opportunities through a discovery approachParticipants will work together across disciplines to think of all the possible collaboration opportunities through a discovery, activity-oriented processRemind them that Module 1 will cover the Big Picture model and the critical importance of keeping the “big picture” in mind. “Module 1” doesn’t happen without leadership, measurement, accountability, intentionality, “by design”, systems and structures (systematic, systemic, sustainable)Emphasize that this course will be lecture-light and interaction-heavyEmphasize how the benefits of collaboration accrue to each discipline (WIIFM) and to the transportation project and community outcomesInform that there will be “homework” to apply learning akin to PLAMPoint out that we are not subordinating mobility and community access to community outcomes. Get feedback from the participants
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Module 1:  
The Value of Planning 

• Introduction 

• What is Planning? 
§ Understanding Planning 
§ Local Comprehensive 

Planning 
§ Data Collection 

• Changing Our Culture 

• Action Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review outline of Module 1
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Module 1:  
Sample Activity 

Examples of excellent local comprehensive plans 

Montgomery 
County 

Comprehensive 
Plan 

Dormont 
Borough 

Comprehensive 
Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After learning about the purpose of comprehensive planning, the benefits/value of comprehensive planning, the responsibilities at the local government level (cities, counties, boroughs, townships), and the comprehensive planning elements, decisions and impact, participants will explore examples of excellent comprehensive plans, highlighting opportunities for collaboration with PennDOT. Half the group will receive highlights from the Montgomery County plan, while the other half will receive highlights from the Dormont Borough plan. Each group will be asked to work together identify why their plan would be considered an ‘excellent’ plan, and they will share their observations with the entire group. Run an abbreviated version of this activity during the Executive Sessions
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Module 2:  
Program Development (Pre-TIP)  

• Introduction 
• Roles and Ramifications during Pre-TIP 

1. Problem Assessment 

2. Project Proposal Identification 

3. Project Proposal Evaluation 

4. Project Addition to TIP/STIP 

• Changing Our Culture 
• Action Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review outline of Module 2
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Module 2:  
Sample Activity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SR 3018 Whitehall Road/ 
University Drive Widening 

  
College and Ferguson Townships  

State College Borough  
Centre County 

 

Problem Assessment Phase 
Case Study: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants will explore a case study that highlights key points of collaboration during the Project Proposal Identification phase of a project.A large group discussion will be facilitated using a Q/A formatParticipants answer specific questions designed to draw out the key points of collaboration through discussion. Run an abbreviated version of this activity during the Executive SessionsCase Study Notes from Tom Zilla: Early coordination with PennDOT D2 Project Manager on issues important to community and municipality…Ag easements/ag security; pedestrian/bike access/connections; proximity to future regional park, etc. Having considered these elements early made it easier to preserve the ped/bike elements after a high bid was received for the project and PennDOT raised the possibility of removing the ped/bike elements to reduce project cost. 
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Module 2:  
Program Development (Pre-TIP)  

  

1) PROBLEM ASSESSMENT 2) PROJECT PROPOSAL 
IDENTIFICATION 

3) PROJECT PROPOSAL 
EVALUATION 

4) ADDITION TO THE   
TIP/STIP 

Critical 
Activities for 

Planners 

• Prepare Community & Transportation Plans 
• Consider the following: 

- Existing/desired community character 
- Existing/future land use and growth areas 
- Anticipate changes in traffic and mode 
- Active modes of travel 
- Public input 
- Concerns of local officials 

• Categorize problems and needs for  
highway, bridge, safety, multimodal, 
maintenance, etc. 

• Analyze problems and needs with a broad 
perspective and qualitative emphasis 

• Obtain local municipal input 

• Identify proposed projects  
that are locally sponsored 

• Meet with municipal 
stakeholders 

• Obtain local sponsor 
commitment 

• Review proposal(s) with 
MPO/RPO committees 

• Advocate to design project to 
support community context and 
vision, as well as accommodate 
all users (bike, ped, transit, 
freight) 

• Refine proposed project scope 

• Complete LPN Level 1  
• Begin LPN Level 2  
• Prioritize proposed projects 
• Review proposal(s) by 

MPO/RPO committees   
• Fill out project screening forms 

(then the project is considered 
for LRP, TIP, etc.)  

• Identify funding strategy based 
on all available funding options 
and types of projects (TAP, 
multimodal program, bridge, 
highway safety, transit) 

• Prioritize proposed projects     

• Update regional model 
• Perform Air Quality 

Conformity analysis  
• Prioritize projects  

*Complete LPN Level 2 
• Encourage early and 

consistent collaboration 
between MPO/RPO and 
PennDOT    

  

Collaboration 
Opportunities 

to Mitigate 
Problems and 

Maximize 
Success 

Share qualitative and quantitative data  
for validation (condition, land use,  

multimodal, economic development) 

Identify impacting external issues and  
stakeholders 

Collaborate on types of problems  
encountered 

Share data 

Gain better awareness of one  
others' priorities 

Coordinate bike/ped issues 

Evaluate project's regional  
impact 

Get involved in MPO/RPO  
committee meetings 

Share program funding information 

Collaborate to determine  
funding eligibility 

Coordinate early during TIP  
update process 

Critical 
Activities for 

Engineers 

• Monitor condition of:  
- Facilities 
- Infrastructure  
- Crash rates and traffic volumes 
-  Structure condition  
- Pavement condition  
- Signing and lighting  
- LOS traffic studies  

• Focus on current operations 
• Analyze problems and needs for  

highway, bridge, safety, multimodal, 
maintenance, etc. 

• Analyze problems and needs with a specific, 
objective perspective and quantitative emphasis 

• Review data to determine needs (traffic, safety, 
condition, performance, etc.) 

 

• Identify State priority projects 
• Remedy quantitative needs  
• Select from candidate  

projects, keeping in mind 
constraints, and being  
sensitive to cost design for 
public reaction/ public safety 

• Maintain federally required  
EJ program 

• Conduct evaluation (typically 
cursory) of potential multimodal 
aspects of project 

• Determine responsible project 
lead organization/department 

• Complete LPN Level 1   
• Begin LPN Level 2  
• Prioritize proposed projects 
• Estimate costs 
• Identify specific data  

proactively to help justify 
funding 

• Provide data (IRI, LOS, Delay, 
condition, and performance)  

• Develop engineering and 
construction cost estimates 

• Complete LPN Level 2  
• Maintain program budget 
• Refine project scope 
• Commit funding 

 

 
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-TIP phases in Collaboration ModelAlso add that we will discuss collaboration opportunities with various stakeholders (stakeholder section of the grid not shown on slide)LET’S GIVE MORE EMPHASIS ON INVITING THEM TO LOOK THIS MATERIAL OVER AND PROVIDE COMMENTS BACK TO BRIAN WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
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Module 3:  
Project Delivery (Post-TIP)  

• Introduction 
• Roles and Ramifications during Post-TIP 

5. PE/NEPA Decision 
6. Final Design & Construction 

• Changing Our Culture 
• Action Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Per BDHSMART Transportation Guidebook (Land Use and Road Typologies)See transportation model.Review outline of Module 3
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Module 3:  
Sample Activity 

Final Design & Construction Phase 
Case Study: 

Route 322  
Potters Mill Gap 

  
Potter Township 

Centre County 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants will explore a case study that highlights key points of collaboration during the Project Proposal Identification phase of a project.A large group discussion will be facilitated using a Q/A formatParticipants answer specific questions designed to draw out the key points of collaboration through discussion. Run an abbreviated version of this activity during the Executive SessionsCase Study Notes from Tom Zilla: Project was originally conceived as a basic repaving/reconstruction project that would not involve any changes in roadway design, profile, etc.  However, because the project area was the connecting link between residential areas, two schools and a new regional park, local officials asked PennDOT to include ped/bike and traffic calming elements.  The end result was a complete reconstruction that changed the design and profile of the roadway and included bike lanes and sidewalks. 
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Module 3:  
Project Delivery (Post-TIP)  

  

5) PE/NEPA DECISION 6) FINAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Critical Activities for 
Planners 

• Inform design to respect context/previous planning 
• Provide multimodal reviews 
• Maintain project status 
• Track project commitments (environmental, 

stakeholder, local issues) 
• Screen LPN Level 3 (if required) 
• Remain primarily regionally focused 
• Help identify who owns adjacent ROW 
• Help identify potential conflicts 
• Review Smart Transportation Guidebook (Land Use 

and Road Typologies) 

• Monitor project status 
• Establish and initiate a review of performance measures 
• Collect and review performance data  

Collaboration 
Opportunities to Mitigate 
Problems and Maximize 

Success 

Refine/finalize project scope 

Hold 1:1 discussions with stakeholders  

Participate in environmental  
scoping meetings 

Work together to finalize environmental documents 

Share updated economic development,  
land use and multimodal data 

Share cost and schedule information 

Display plans 

Shape design to respect context and  
previous planning 

Participate in HOP meeting 
Share cost and schedule information 

Participate in public meetings 
Provide condition data 

Share performance data 
Participate in performance critique 

Critical Activities for 
Engineers 

• Conduct public meetings 
• Refine/validate problem statement  

using traffic counts, O&D Study, etc. 
• Focus on specific environment impacts and 

constraints 
• Complete LPN Level 3 (if necessary)  
• Fulfill NEPA process 
• Determine right of way needs (primary role) 
• Coordinate utilities (primary role)  

• Design project  

• Prepare contract documents, project cost E5:U5, and schedule 

• Submit application to review agencies, site view, drawings for approval of 
HOP 

• Prepare plans, schedule, and cost 

• Manage construction (inspection, QA/QC, scheduling, environmental 
commitments, etc.) 

• Monitor effectiveness of project  

• Collect data  

• Analyze performance (pavement condition, traffic flow, etc.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Post-TIP phases in Collaboration ModelAlso add that we will discuss collaboration opportunities with various stakeholders (stakeholder section of the grid not shown on slide)LET’S GIVE MORE EMPHASIS ON INVITING THEM TO LOOK THIS MATERIAL OVER AND PROVIDE COMMENTS BACK TO BRIAN WITHIN A WEEK OR SO
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Emphasis on Application 

Throughout the course, participants will be 
encouraged to think about how to apply the 
collaboration opportunities to current and/or 

upcoming projects. 
 

In some cases, participants can share a 
project challenge and the group will 
brainstorm collaborative solutions.  
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Course Outcomes 

• Committing to work together 
• Being open to collaboration opportunities 
• Being creative in finding ways to work 

together 
• Leveraging one another as resources 
• Informing leadership of new approaches 
• Aligning participant follow-up with pending 

policy 
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Success: What Does it Look Like? 

• Expanded leadership role for MPO/RPOs 
• Potential synergy from a planner in district offices 
• PennDOT seen as a leader 
• Willingness to modernize laws to support new transportation trends or adopted national standards 
• Condition of our assets don’t decline 
• Agreed-upon plan for maintenance of any new facilities 
• Improve assets 
• Community satisfaction 
• Shared responsibility/ownership (results) 
• Agreed-upon expectations 
• New R/W should be municipal or partner’s (public transportation provider) 
• Increased feedback and input 
• Improved planning (internal & external) 
• LPN tied to planning; leverage $ 
• Improved understanding/communication between deputates (aligned) 
• Quantitative: cost/benefit analysis 
• Expanded skills (education process – all levels) 
• AAR – continue learning – assess value-add  
• Better communication/response from municipalities 
• Innovative solutions – cost, design, planning, funding  
• Improved project delivery and more accurate programming 
• Support and enthusiasm of elected officials 
• All parties accepting and acknowledging ownership 

• Expanded leadership role for MPO/RPOs 

• Community satisfaction 

• Better communication/response from 
municipalities 

• Improved project delivery and more accurate 
programming 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WE SHOULD ASK THEM FOR THEIR SUCCESS FACTORS, PERHAPS EVEN BEFORE PRESENTING THIS SLIDE. JUST A SUGGESTION FOR A BRIEF DISCUSSION BEFORE SHOWING WHAT THE DE’S HAD TO SAY. 
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Planning and Engineering 360° 
Central Office Briefing 

October 6, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank everyone for attending.
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